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WAVE ERP is a powerful and feature-rich business management solution suitable for garments, 
manufacturing, distribution, retail, and e-commerce sectors. Our software is designed to help 
you achieve optimal business productivity and e�ciency with less e�ort.

WAVE ERP is scalable and can be your organization’s core operating system. It is a highly capable 
ERP system that can increase productivity, pro�tability, and e�ciency. It can support both 
simple and complex manufacturing,  trading, and distribution processes with minimum 
resources. The system provides full visibility of real-time business data, which empowers man-
agement to make timely decisions. It is cloud-based and can be installed on-premises, and can 
be accessed from anywhere through the web with any standard device.
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A powerful CRM helps you manage opportunities, 
communicate, and track the status of leads. It will 
give the organization, control, and visibility over 
lead sources and their conversion. It can manage 
communication, projects, proposals, campaigns, 
quotes, queries, or support issues.

Using sale tool users can Open customer accounts, 
Prepare sales orders, Make sales groups, Prepare 
Quotations, and Make invoices. Totally integrated 
with the accounting system no manual interven-
tion is needed. Reports can be made based on proj-
ects, customer, period, marketing team/person, 
outstanding, aging and many more to better under-
stand the heart of the business Sales process.

This module helps to systematically record all the 
details pertaining to various suppliers, purchase 
orders, purchase requests, quality checks, purchase 
returns and much more. It is tightly integrated with 
the inventory control and production planning 
modules. Linking accounts and inventory with the 
purchase process enables a business to optimize its 
procurement processes and patterns, thereby 
improve quality and reduce cost/time of procure-
ment and gain a distinct competitive edge.
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Our WAVE ERP HRMS is simple and powerful, so you 
can manage your people e�ciently. HRMS covers 
all the core features of HR management and gives 
you a simpli�ed view of your workforce, which 
enables you to get more bene�ts from your resourc-
es easily.

HR

Employee Management
WAVE HRMS supports all basic processes for managing and handling personnel and their infor-
mation and gives you the ability to manage every employee e�ortlessly. It can store all the 
employee details, and their works record so you can monitor their performance by the intelli-
gent performance monitoring system.

Attendance Management
With WAVE ERP HRMS you can track your employees’ attendance, working times, and activities. 
Attendance Management is integrated with all HR process and encourage better employee atten-
dance. WAVE HRMS can replace expensive hardware to reduce the cost of attendance management.

Performance Management
Using Performance Management, the HR manager/supervisor can assign a di�erent project, job, or 
skill for an employee. The supervisor will do the marking on skills, and within a click, he can see a 
graphical presentation of employees’ performance. This module will also keep historical data of 
performance for further evaluation, promotion, and training assignments.

Leave Management
With HRMS, you can track, monitor, record, and evaluate all leaves and absences of your employees. 
Employees can submit their leave requests to their supervisor using the Self-Service dashboard, and 
the supervisor can manage Leave requests with clicks. Using Leave Management, the administrator 
can specify o� days for an employee and can see available leave quota for employees.

Payroll Management
Payroll Management helps you to reduce administration, setup costs, and errors while improving 
reporting, analysis, and responsiveness. With a click of a button, you can run payroll any time during 
the pay period, and simply change any process if required, and then create and export salary sheet 
ready for disbursement. Payroll Management can keep all historical records, which means you can 
see all the payrolls from the past within seconds.



Managing inventory is the �rst step to maximizing 
revenue for a business. Wave Inventory Manage-
ment system instantly records any product sale, 
purchase, reject, or order, and you can see the right 
record from anywhere on-time.  It also includes 
extensive reporting capabilities, maintenance 
programs for physical counts and adjustments, and 
the ability to maintain inventory in multiple distri-
bution centers.

A great tool to help manage production. Manufac-
turing tool can Prepare bills of materials, Automatic 
cost rolls ups, Work center inquiries, Work order 
entries, and Work order costing. WAVE ERP can be 
con�gured to track all the goods and their receipt 
issues and shipments by the serial numbers. This 
module can do all individual resource management 
and process tracking to improve production work-
�ow.

Managing many bank accounts is a hefty job, and 
Bank feature makes that easy. Using Bank, you can 
open Bank accounts, Petty cash accounts, Record 
payments, Deposits, Withdrawals, Reconciliation, 
Detect transfers between accounts, Record bank 
inquiries, and reports.
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Complete integrated �nance and accounting func-
tions to support all your business needs. You will 
have access to features such as Fixed assets, Cash 
�ow analysis, Commissions, Budget, Journals, 
Balance sheet, and Fiscal year closing. General 
Ledger features also feed into our reporting tool, 
where you can create insightful reports to re�ect 
data such as sales �gures, forecasts, and supplier 
returns.

A separate section in WAVE ERP software is dedicat-
ed to the �xed asset. It can track all �xed assets and 
their value. You can add new assets directly through 
purchase, sale, dispose, and keep data organized 
with this module. Changing the value of assets over 
time will be calculated automatically by di�erent 
depreciation methods, and accounts will be a�ect-
ed automatically where needed.

WAVE ERP Software can remove the need for inven-
tory spreadsheets as it can store, organize, and 
manage all your past and present information, and 
you can export data in MS Excel or PDF format. It 
will reduce your cost on paper, and will help the 
environment by reducing carbon footprint. Report 
features can generate reports on periodic and hun-
dreds of variable parameters according to your 
business needs and can make the graphical presen-
tation based on the analysis.
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WAVE ERP uses AES encryption when sensitive 
information is in transition. So any unauthorized 
access to business data is impossible. Inbuilt visual 
Role manager dashboard is there for custom 
permission to data and functions. Users are allowed 
to see only the selected modules or data by the 
System Administrator. Many inbuilt functionalities 
like Puri�er and ACL gives protection against XSS, 
CSRF, and SQL injection to harden existing soft-

WAVE ERP focuses on cost reduction on the overall 
ERM process. The system is designed to reduce 
human intervention as low as possible. Intelligent 
algorithms will handle ERP Challenges that you can 
focus on your business.

WAVE ERP can run on any operating system (exam-
ple: Windows, macOS, Linux, etc.), which your com-
pany prefers. It also gives you the choice from a 
wide range of servers including your in house 
server. Wave ERP is special for its �uid attribute. It 
can be shaped and redesigned from the ground up 
to produce perfect integration with the business 
process with a short time. 
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Pricing: 
The complexity of ERP software increases 
with the size of the company, depart-
ments, and transactions. Paying capability 
increases when a company has more 
functions and transactions. Thus, we have 
priced our software based on the size and 
type of the company. We have di�erent 
packages for the company of small, 
medium, and large sizes. The main feature 
of our software is its customization 
capability. Upon customization, the price 
may vary, and there will be chances for 
negotiation under special circumstances. 
To know more about pricing, please visit 
our website.

Deployment: 

WAVE ERP deployment can be both on the cloud and 

on-premises. Google Cloud, AWS, Digital Ocean, and 

anywhere you name us, we will deploy the software 

there. And Roopokar will take care of all technical 

aspects and will provide you the software ready to 

operate.

Training: 
There are few parts of the software like self-ser-
vices, maintenance, and o� the shelve customi-
zation. For which it is unnecessary to call Roopo-
kar, rather the software has the inbuilt facility to 
perform those little tweaks. Small training will 
su�ce to administer and maintain the software 
at the client end. Ropookar will provide the 
training for two days at client premises and one 
week remotely from Roopokar O�ce.
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